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In this talk, I will present our recent efforts of understanding the correlated electron physics in transition-metal dichalcogenides. By

combining conventional density functional theory (DFT) with an appropriate form of many-body techniques, we try to investigate some key

aspects that can be hardly accessible solely from experiments. Through its practical total energy formulation, the standard spin-polarized DFT

method enables us to make extensive material simulation and direct comparison with experiments. Based on our recent calculation results of

VTe2, I will discuss the role of ‘hidden’ magnetic order coupled with charge density wave (CDW) [1, 2]. In the case of VSe2, we adopted the

standard formulation of so-called DFT+DMFT (dynamical mean-field theory) to describe the phase competition between CDW and

ferromagnetic order. With the aid of this unbiased temperature-dependent calculation, we were able to estimate the magnetic order parameter

and found that the ferromagnetic order can stabilize without CDW deformations [3]. Finally, I will introduce the concept of GW+ extended

DMFT. We used this elaborate computation scheme to understand the gap formation of TaS2. Our calculation result indicates Mott gap is well

developed in the realistic parameter regime [4]. I will try to discuss difficulties as well as differences when this series of methods is applied to

real material issues.
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